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NSC Defensive Driving 

Training 

 

 

 
This programme is geared to teach drivers how to focus to recognize hazards 
associated with motor vehicle collisions and traffic violations. It sets the 
groundwork for both young and experienced drivers to enhance their driving 
skills, thus preparing them to become a “defensive driver”. This course 
certification is accredited by the National Safety Council (NSC), USA. It is 
strongly recommended both for inexperienced drivers, as well as companies 
and businesses for their employees. 

Having individuals and employees exposed to defensive driving training 
would not only provide them with the skills and techniques to keep them 
safe on the road but should also result in decreased maintenance and 
insurance costs. 

 

OVERVIEW 
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Enrolment pre-requisite: 

✓ Must be at least seventeen (17) years old 

✓ Must be the current holder of a valid driver’s permit/license. 

 

 

 

 
 
Defensive Driving Workshop comprises of the following modules which will 

be delivered in one (1) day: 

 

  
✓ Defensive driving strategies and incidence avoidance.  

✓ Basic Traffic Law and procedures.  

✓ Safe driving practices in different environments, and the 

challenges of driving in severe weather and other extreme 

conditions.  

✓ The use of protective equipment to minimize injuries and accidents.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

WORKSHOP STRUCTURE 
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Mr. Kenny Mohammed 

 

Kenny Mohammed is the Managing Director of KELEMARC Sales & 

Consultancy Services Ltd. Kenny has over twenty-five (25) years’ experience 

in the upstream & downstream industries. His primary focus is on the 

development of safety behaviours within the frontline & working class for 

those who are exposed to safety critical tasks.  

Mr. Mohammed has accomplished his Master’s Membership in Executive 

Leadership, SVQ Assessor / Verifier qualifications in competency 

management and he also brings a high degree of operational experience to 

the learning process. 

With regards to his safety training qualifications, Mr. Mohammed is a certified 

Train-the -Trainer in numerous disciplines. Mr. Mohammed’s qualifications 

prove integral in supplying and developing a range of training and 

competency options tailored to meet client and national standards. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FACILITATOR’S BACKGROUND 
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Date:                           10th May 2024 
 

Time:                           9:00 am to 2:00 pm 
 

Cost:                           Members: $ 600.00 per participant 

                                     Non-members: $ 800.00 per participant               

                                      
Note: Cost inclusive of all training materials and certificates.  

 All costs quoted are VAT exclusive  

 

Venue:                        The Energy Chamber Learning Centre 
                                     Atlantic Plaza, Point Lisas 
 

Contact:                      Chrystal Joshua- George @ 679-7113 ext. 38 or  
                                      admin@learningcentre.energy.tt 
 
Assessment:  

The training is centered on a competency-based system, where each 
delegate will be given a knowledge assessment questionnaire. A short 
multiple-choice exam must be completed before certification at the end of 
the training session.  
 
Certification: 
Upon successful completion of the programme and the exam, participants 
will receive Certifications from the National Safety Council (NSC) and the 
Energy Chamber. 

 

For more information on the NSC certification, please visit the following 
website: https://www.nsc.org/ 

 

WORKSHOP DETAILS 
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